The theory of exploded and compressed numbers is a relatively unknown area of Mathematics. By the compressed numbers we are able to compress our Universe into an open cube. On the other hand using the exploded numbers, by the explosion our Universe becomes Multiverse which contains infinitely many three dimensional spaces such that among them one is the our Universe. We show a certain continuation of an unbounded set of our Universe such that this continuation is situated in another universe. Moreover, we present some passages of the way of a surveyor crossing parallel universes.
is the greatest integer number, which is less than or equal to x and − .) Moreover, we mention as an exploded number. Theorem of unabiguouty. (See [1] 
II. A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE MULTIVERSE AND PARALLEL UNIVERSES
In this part the space will be mentioned as "our universe". Using the explosion of numbers we are able to explode the universe . So, the Multiverse (2. , , .
Especially, the geometric interpretation of the Multiverse is (2.9)
Hence, by (2.6) and (2.9) we can see that
. By (2.7) we can see that is a very thin subset in . Using (2.4) -(2.6) we explode the boxes and get "parallel" three -dimensional spaces (2.10)
(See, [1] , (6.2.12) -(6.2.19).) Each point is situated one and only one three dimensioinal space given by (2.10). Having that , by (2.6) , (2.7) and ( 2.8) is obtained. So, in the box-model in the our universe is represented by . The investigated plane turns out from and a part of is situated in − − which is one of the neigbour universes of our universe.
− −

Fig. 2.11
If a point is situated in "Right -BackUpper" part of the box , then holds. (See Fig. 2 .11) Hence, (2.6) and (2.7) yields (2.12) tanh− ,tanh− − , 3. This level -curve is situated on the border of our universe, so, it is invisible for us, but it is visible in the "neighbouring" universe (See the "u,v" plane on Fig. 2 .14.) In our second example we imagine that a surveyor starts from the origo of our Universe and moves on the super -line ,where Szalay, I.. Int. Journal of Engineering Research and Application www.ijera.com ISSN : 2248-9622, Vol. 7, Issue 8, ( Part -1) August 2017, pp.25-29 www.ijera.com DOI: 10.9790/9622-0708012529 28 | P a g e (2.15) , , 3 =16 =16 =26 , .
The line bores through infinite many boxcompositions given under (2.4). The points and the origo are denoted on the next figure.
Some passages of the line . The box -explosion formula (2.6) with (2.7) shows that where the surveyor arrives. It is the origo of the Szalay, I.. Int. Journal of Engineering Research and Application www.ijera.com ISSN : 2248-9622, Vol. 7, Issue 8, ( Part -1) 
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